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Executive Summary
This Flood Investigation Report (FIR) has been completed by Northamptonshire
County Council under our duties as the Lead Local Flood Authority (LLFA).
Section 19 of the Flood and Water Management Act 2010 (F&WMA) states that on
becoming aware of a flood in our area, when appropriate, we must determine the
relevant flood risk management authorities involved and find out which flood risk
management functions have been, or will be taken, if any. Where an authority carries
out an investigation it must publish the results.
It was deemed necessary to complete a formal investigation into the flood incident
on Blackmile Lane, Grendon on 14th July 2012, as more than 5 properties flooded
internally and the highway was closed. This met the draft threshold (see below) for
formal investigation. Records also indicate that flooding of a similar nature has
occurred at this location in the past.
Northamptonshire County Council’s Draft threshold for formal
investigation:
A formal flood investigation will be carried out if one or more of the following
occurs:
There is ambiguity surrounding the source or responsibility of a flood
incident;
Flooding has affected critical infrastructure for a period in excess of 3
hours from the onset of flooding;
Internal flooding of one property has been experienced on more than one
occasion in the last 5 years;
Internal flooding of five properties in close proximity has been
experienced during one single flood incident.
Definition of close proximity: Where it is reasonable to assume that the
affected properties were flooded from the same source or interaction of sources.

The flooding that occurred in Blackmile Lane is a reflection of the intense rainfall that
fell onto a saturated catchment over a short period of time. The inability of the
ground to absorb more water and the resulting high river levels meant excess
surface water flowed over ground following natural contours to the junction of
Blackmile Lane and Main Road.
Our main conclusion is that risk management authorities, and other groups, must
continue to work together, sharing information and reports. Property owners should
be made aware of the flood resistance and resilience measures available, and this
information can be provided by both Northamptonshire County Council and the
National Flood Forum Blue Pages: http://www.bluepages.org.uk/
Flood Investigation – Blackmile Lane, Grendon (July 2012)
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1. Introduction
1.1. Lead Local Flood Authority Investigation
1.1.1. Section 19 of the Flood and Water Management Act (F&WMA) states:
(1) On becoming aware of a flood in its area, a lead local flood authority
must, to the extent that it considers it necessary or appropriate, investigate—
(a) which risk management authorities have relevant flood risk
management functions, and
(b) whether each of those risk management authorities has exercised,
or is proposing to exercise, those functions in response to the flood.
(2) Where an authority carries out an investigation under subsection (1) it
must—
(a) publish the results of its investigation, and
(b) notify any relevant risk management authorities.
1.1.2. It was deemed necessary to complete an investigation into the flood incident
on Blackmile Lane, Grendon on 14th July 2012, as more than 5 properties
flooded internally and the highway was closed, which meets the draft
threshold for investigation as set out below. Records also indicate that
flooding of a similar nature has occurred in this area in the past.
Northamptonshire County Council’s Draft threshold for formal
investigation:
A formal flood investigation will be carried out if one or more of the following
occurs:
There is ambiguity surrounding the source or responsibility of a flood
incident;
Flooding has affected critical infrastructure for a period in excess of 3
hours from the onset of flooding;
Internal flooding of one property has been experienced on more than one
occasion in the last 5 years;
Internal flooding of five properties in close proximity has been
experienced during one single flood incident.
Definition of close proximity: Where it is reasonable to assume that the
affected properties were flooded from the same source or interaction of sources.
1.1.3. During the early hours of 14th July 2012 significant rainfall fell over the
Grendon catchment. The emergency services were called to Blackmile Lane
in Grendon to assist residents as a result of significant flooding, reported as
chest deep.
1.1.4. Residents reported that the water initially came down the highway and started
pooling at the bottom of Blackmile lane, with water then subsequently coming
across fields to the southeast of the Blackmile Lane. Water rose steadily and
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some residents reported a small surge of fast moving water prior to the peak
of the flooding.
1.1.5. Residents from 31 properties in Black mile lane were evacuated by
Northamptonshire Fire and Rescue Service to Grendon Hall, where they
stayed temporarily until residents could make alternative accommodation
arrangements.
1.1.6. A site visit took place by Northamptonshire County Council on 16th July 2012.
Due to the close proximity of the main river, the Environment Agency (EA)
also conducted an investigation.
1.2. Site Location
1.2.1. Blackmile Lane is on the northern edge of Grendon Village in the Borough of
Wellingborough. Map 1 below shows the location relative to the town of
Wellingborough.
Map 1. Site location
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1.2.2. There are two stretches of main river close to Blackmile Lane (Grendon Brook
and Gibbards Arm) and an ordinary watercourse runs to the southeast of
Blackmile Lane. Map 2 below is annotated to show the area affected by
flooding and the relative location of the two main rivers and ordinary
watercourse.
Map 2. Watercourses and Flood Location
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1.3. Drainage System
1.3.1. The area of Blackmile Lane sits within a natural ‘bowl’ and forms the top of the
catchment for Gibbards Arm. The image below shows the LiDAR data for the
locality, which illustrates the topography of the area relative to the vicinity that
experienced flooding.
Map 3. LiDAR Data

2. Drainage History
2.1. Previous Flood Incidents
2.1.1. One flood event is currently recorded for this location:
Easter 1998. Heavy Rainfall caused channel capacity to be exceeded
resulting in localised flooding. No recorded internal property flooding.
2.1.2. Residents in the area referred to another flood event which occurred
approximately 30 years ago and indicated this involved some property
flooding. This event is not currently recorded on the NCC historic flood record
system and so no further details are available.
2.2. Rainfall Analysis
2.2.1. The period up to 14th July 2012 saw regular periods of intense rainfall, which
saturated the catchment. Between midnight and 04:30 hours on 14 th July
Flood Investigation – Blackmile Lane, Grendon (July 2012)
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2012, 44mm of rain fell in the Grendon area. The rainfall chart for Yardley
Hastings Rain Gauge is shown below (source: Environment Agency).

2.2.2. As the catchment was already saturated, this meant that this rainfall quickly
found its way into natural and artificial drainage systems and resulted in
excess surface water that flowed over ground following natural contours.

3. Summary of Impacts and findings
3.1. Impacts
3.1.1. There were various impacts in the area as a result of the heavy rainfall. The
focus of this investigation has been the flooding at Blackmile Lane as this met
the draft criteria for formal investigation. Information relating to other impacts
has been obtained from third parties.
3.2. Summary of Impacts in relation to Blackmile Lane:
7 residential properties and 1 commercial property reported to have
experienced internal property flooding, picture 1 below provides evidence
of the area flooded;
Further properties experienced flooding of grounds and gardens;
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Access to approximately 31 properties, including those flooded was
obstructed for several hours;
The worst affected house was internally flooded to a depth of
approximately 30cm. This seemed to be mainly as a result of channelled
surface water flow coming across the fields, rather than rising levels at the
bottom of Blackmile Lane;
The maximum depth of water seemed to occur at the junction of Blackmile
Lane and Main Road, where water pooled to a depth of approximately 1m.
Picture 2 below shows the water line relative to the Road.
Picture 1: Arial photo of flooding incident

(Source: Northants Fire and Rescue)
Picture 2. Water Level

(Source: NCC)

3.3. Summary of impacts elsewhere in the vicinity:
Grendon Lakes Campsite experienced flooding however the site received
a flood warning from the Environment Agency (EA) and organised its own
evacuation;
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The stream at Yardley Hastings village came out of bank and caused
some flooding in the road, depositing some gravel across the highway.
The EA have reported that some residential properties appear to have
flooded from surface water;
At the village of Easton Maudit the stream came out of bank (EA estimate
of 0.5m depth) and flowed down the main road causing some damage to
bank protection measures in this area.
3.3.1. It was reported by several residents that they had been told the flooding was
caused by either the “collapse of a dam” or the “opening of a gate” at Yardley
Hastings. This was investigated and there is no evidence to support either of
these statements.
3.3.2. There are 3 flood storage reservoirs at Yardley Hastings; East, West and
North. The EA confirmed that these reservoirs did not overtop and no gates
were opened. The EA provided the following information in relation to peak
levels for these reservoirs:
East Reservoir stored to a depth of 3.7 metres. It did not reach the High
level alarm, i.e. within 300 mm of overtopping.
West Reservoir stored to a depth of 4.1 metres. It did not reach the High
level alarm, i.e. within 300 mm of overtopping.
North Reservoir stored to a depth of 2.0 metres. It reached the High level
alarm and a Flood Warning was issued from this alarm. The reservoir did
not overtop - it was within 0.1 metre from overtopping. Overtopping of this
reservoir is designed so that overspill and discharge happens in a
controlled manner.

4. Rights and Responsibilities
4.1. Lead Local Flood Authority (LLFA)
4.1.1. As stated within the introduction section, NCC as the LLFA has a
responsibility to investigate flood incidents under Section 19 of the F&WMA.
4.1.2. The LLFA also has a responsibility to maintain a register of assets which have
a significant effect on flooding from surface runoff, groundwater or ordinary
watercourses (non-main river) as detailed within Section 21 of the F&WMA.
The register must contain a record about each structure or feature, including
the ownership and state of repair. NCC is also required to keep a record of
flooding hotspots across the county.
4.1.3. NCC’s practices relating to third party assets is to notify third party owners of
their asset forming part of a flood risk system, and assist by advising third
party owners on their condition and their responsibility to maintain the assets.
4.1.4. As Lead Local Flood Authority, NCC will therefore be looking for support from
other authorities to ensure flood incidents are reported, and any assets which
have a significant effect on flood risk are recorded on the asset register.
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4.1.5. While NCC can suggest possible causes of flooding on Blackmile Lane and
make recommendations to ensure flood risk is mitigated as far as possible,
the F&WMA does not provide NCC with the mandate or funding to tackle all
identified causes of flooding.
4.2. Borough Council of Wellingborough
4.2.1. BCW have powers under Section 14 of the LDA to undertake flood risk
management works on ordinary watercourses (non-main river) where deemed
necessary.
4.3. Environment Agency
4.3.1. The EA has permissive powers to carry out maintenance work on main rivers
under Section 165 of the Water Resources Act (WRA).
4.3.2. The EA will also encourage third party asset owners to maintain their property
in appropriate condition and take enforcement action where it is appropriate.
They may consider undertaking maintenance or repair of third party assets
only where it can be justified in order to safeguard the public interest and
where other options are not appropriate.
4.3.3. Grendon Brook and the Gibbards Arm of Grendon Brook are both classified
as Main River. The frequency of EA maintenance activities is primarily risk
based, and activities comprise vegetation management and clearance of
blockages as and when is required.
4.3.4. At the time of the NCC site visit on 16th July, both the drains and the channel
of Gibbards Arm were heavily silted up, however this was a result of the flood
event rather than a cause. The Gibbards Arm channel had been cleared a few
weeks prior to the event as part of the EA’s routine maintenance regime.
4.3.5. The Environment Agency assessed the main river with site visits on 17th and
25th July. Their survey identified two locations upstream where the river came
out of it channel at naturally occurring low points within the field. Wrack
(debris) lines indicate the extent of out of bank flows, which due to the
topography closely followed the course of the river channel to relatively
shallow depths. It was concluded that only a small amount of water would
have actually left the river channel.
4.3.6. Based on this information, it is unlikely that flooding was the result of an issue
with Grendon Brook, however a lack of capacity in the river channel due to the
high water level may have been a contributory factor to the volume of surface
water in the catchment.
4.4. Highways Authority
4.4.1. NCC has a duty to maintain the highway under Section 41 of the Highway Act
1980. The highways structures on Blackmile Lane fall within the highway
boundary.
4.4.2. Despite the drains and channels being clear, the volume of water that pooled
in the area was greatly in excess of the capacity of the channel. There is a
Flood Investigation – Blackmile Lane, Grendon (July 2012)
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small culvert on the Gibbards Arm which was completely submerged, along
with flooding over a significant length of highway downstream of the structure.
Therefore, it is unlikely that the culvert had much influence on the flooding
which occurred.
4.5. Anglian Water
4.5.1. Anglian Water (AW) does not have any surface water sewer systems in this
area. The pumping station to the southwest of Blackmile Lane was
investigated at the time of the flooding which did show high levels, but did not
go into overflow.
4.6. Riparian Landowners
4.6.1. Riparian landowners are those who own land adjoining a watercourse.
4.6.2. As detailed within the EA document ‘Living on the Edge’, riparian landowners
have certain rights and responsibilities, including the following:
they must maintain the bed and banks of the watercourse, and also the trees
and shrubs growing on the banks;
they must clear any debris, even if it did not originate from their land. This
debris may be natural or man-made;
they must keep any structures that they own clear of debris. These structures
include culverts, trash screens, weirs and mill gates;
4.6.3. If they do not carry out their responsibilities, they could face legal action.
Riparian landowners must understand and act upon these responsibilities.
NCC has proposed to write to certain landowners in the area highlighting the
importance of this.
4.6.4. As already discussed, riparian landowners must be aware that any works in,
over, under or within 9 metres of a main river, require formal consent from the
EA under the WRA and associated Byelaws. Riparian landowners also require
formal consent from NCC for any works over, under or within 9 metres of an
ordinary watercourse (non-main river).
4.6.5. There are some drainage ditches in the fields between Grendon Brook and
Blackmile Lane, but their condition prior to the heavy rainfall in unknown. It is
important that these are properly maintained in order to control surface water
flow and divert water away from some of the houses that experienced flooding
in Blackmile Lane.
4.7. Residents
4.7.1. Blackmile Road residents who are aware that they are at risk of flooding
should take action to ensure that they and their properties are protected.
4.7.2. Community resilience is important in providing information and support to
each other if flooding is anticipated. Actions taken can include signing up to
Flood Warning Direct, nominating a community flood warden, producing a
community flood plan, implementing property level protection and moving
valuable items to higher ground, to more permanent measures such as
Flood Investigation – Blackmile Lane, Grendon (July 2012)
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installing floodgates, raising electrical sockets and fitting non-return valves on
pipes. NCC and the EA can provide advice on these matters and more
information can be found at:
Prepare your property for flooding - http://publications.environmentagency.gov.uk/PDF/GEHO1009BRDL-E-E.pdf
Flood Forum Blue Pages – http://www.floodforum.org.uk/
4.7.3. Anyone affected by flooding should try to document as much information
about the incident as possible. NCC should be contacted and will make a
record of the details provided.

5. Conclusion
5.1.1. The flooding that occurred in Blackmile Lane is a reflection of the intense
rainfall that fell onto a saturated catchment over a short period of time. The
inability of the ground to absorb more water and the resulting high river levels
meant excess surface water flowed over ground following natural contours. In
the case of this geographic area, this is to the junction of Blackmile Lane and
Main Road.
5.1.2. The rate and volume of water caused surface water flooding to some
properties, particularly where local features such as garden walls channelled
this flow, possibly worsening the flooding for some properties whilst reducing
the impact for others.
5.1.3. The volume of water that flowed to the junction exceeded the capacity of both
Gibbards Arm and local drainage networks, leading to an accumulation of
water which resulted in the flooding of some properties. Again this is a
reflection of the intensity of the rainfall rather than any identifiable problems
within the catchment.

6. Recommendations
6.1.1. The method for prioritising flood risk management works varies for each risk
management authority involved, dependant on factors such as resources
available, operational area, and interpretation of flood risk.
6.1.2. NCC as the LLFA is in a position to facilitate sharing of information between
risk management authorities. We also suggest that the following
recommendations are considered:
1.
2.
3.
4.

NCC Highways to undertake drain clearing in Blackmile Lane Area;
EA to consider clearing of river channel of Gibbards Arm;
NCC and EA to investigate damage to assets at Easton Maudit;
NCC to consider contacting residents at Yardley Hastings to obtain more
detail on the flooding that occurred in this location;
5. NCC to write to owners of drainage ditches between Grendon Brook and
Blackmile Lane to ensure they are being properly maintained;
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6. NCC to consider undertaking further enquiries to obtain information in relation
to the historical flood event referred to by residents over 30 years ago;
7. NCC to provide advice to residents on property level protection, liaise with the
flood warden and update the village emergency plan.

7. Disclaimer
This report has been prepared as part of Northamptonshire County Council’s
responsibilities under the Flood and Water Management Act 2010. It is intended to
provide context and information to support the delivery of the local flood risk
management strategy and should not be used for any other purpose.
The findings of the report are based on a subjective assessment of the information
available by those undertaking the investigation and therefore may not include all
relevant information. As such it should not be considered as a definitive assessment
of all factors that may have triggered or contributed to the flood event.
The opinions, conclusions and any recommendations in this Report are based on
assumptions made by Northamptonshire County Council when preparing this report,
including, but not limited to those key assumptions noted in the Report, including
reliance on information provided by others.
Northamptonshire County Council expressly disclaims responsibility for any error in,
or omission from, this report arising from or in connection with any of the
assumptions being incorrect.
The opinions, conclusions and any recommendations in this report are based on
conditions encountered and information reviewed at the time of preparation and
Northamptonshire County Council expressly disclaims responsibility for any error in,
or omission from, this report arising from or in connection with those opinions,
conclusions and any recommendations.
Northamptonshire County Council does not accept any liability for the use of this
report or its contents by any third party.
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Acronyms
EA
NCC
BCW
FIR
F&WMA
LDA
LLFA
WRA
LIDAR

Environment Agency
Northamptonshire County Council
Borough Council of Wellingborough
Flood Investigation Report
Flood and Water Management Act 2010
Land Drainage Act 1991
Lead Local Flood Authority
Water Resources Act 1991
Light Detection and Ranging

Useful Contacts
Environment Agency
General Enquiries 08708 506 506 (Mon-Fri, 8am - 6pm)
Incident Hotline 0800 80 70 60 (24hrs)
Northamptonshire County Council
Street Doctor (Highways) 0300 126 1000 (24hrs)
Lead Local Flood Authority - (Northamptonshire County Council)
Flood and Water Management Team: 01604 366014 (Mon-Fri, 9am - 5pm)
Email: floodandwater@northamptonshire.gov.uk

Useful Links
Highways Act 1980:
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1980/66/contents
Water Resources Act 1991:
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1991/57/contents
Land Drainage Act 1991:
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1991/59/contents
EA - ‘Living on the Edge’ a guide to the rights and responsibilities of riverside
occupation:
http://www.environment-agency.gov.uk/homeandleisure/floods/31626.aspx
EA - Prepare your Property for Flooding:
How to reduce flood damage Flood protection products and services
http://www.environment-agency.gov.uk/homeandleisure/floods/31644.aspx
Northamptonshire County Council Flood and Water Management Web Pages:
http://edit.northamptonshire.gov.uk/en/councilservices/Environ/flood/Pages/de
fault.aspx
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Appendix 1. Standard Notice
Environment Agency Standard Notice relating to data obtained from the Environment Agency for
flood investigation purposes.
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2011

Standard Notice [not for use with Special Data, Personal Data or unlicensed 3

rd

party rights]

Information warning
We (The Environment Agency) do not promise that the Information supplied to You will always be accurate,
free from viruses and other malicious or damaging code (if electronic), complete or up to date or that the
Information will provide any particular facilities or functions or be suitable for any particular purpose. You
must ensure that the Information meets your needs and are entirely responsible for the consequences of
using the Information. Please also note any specific information warning or guidance supplied to you.
Permitted use
•

The Information is protected by intellectual property rights and whilst you have certain statutory rights
which include the right to read the Information, you are granted no additional use rights whatsoever
unless you agree to the licence set out below.

•

Commercial use is subject to payment of a £50 licence fee (+VAT) for each person seeking the benefit of
the licence, except for use as an Environment Agency contractor or for approved media use.

•

To activate this licence you do not need to contact us (unless you need to pay us a Commercial licence
fee) but if you make any use in excess of your statutory rights you are deemed to accept the terms
below.

Licence
We grant you a worldwide, royalty-free, perpetual, non-exclusive licence to use the Information subject to the
conditions below.
You are free to:
copy, publish, distribute and transmit the Information
adapt the Information
exploit the Information commercially, for example, by combining it with other Information, or by
including it in your own product or application
You must (where you do any of the above):
acknowledge the source of the Information by including the following attribution statement:
“Contains Environment Agency information © Environment Agency and database right”
ensure that you do not use the Information in a way that suggests any official status or that We
endorse you or your use of the Information
ensure that you do not mislead others or misrepresent the Information or its source or use the
Information in a way that is detrimental to the environment, including the risk of reduced future
enhancement
ensure that your use of the Information does not breach the Data Protection Act 1998 or the Privacy
and Electronic Communications (EC Directive) Regulations 2003
These are important conditions and if you fail to comply with them the rights granted to you under this
licence, or any similar licence granted by us will end automatically.
No warranty
The Information is licensed ‘as is’ and We exclude all representations, warranties, obligations and liabilities
in relation to the Information to the maximum extent permitted by law. We are not liable for any errors or
omissions in the Information and shall not be liable for any loss, injury or damage of any kind caused by its
use. We do not guarantee the continued supply of the Information.
Governing Law
This licence is governed by the laws of England and Wales.
Definitions
“Information” means the information that is protected by copyright or by database right (for example, literary
and artistic works, content, data and source code) offered for use under the terms of this licence.
“Commercial” means:
 offering a product or service containing the Information, or any adaptation of it, for a charge, or
 Internal Use for any purpose, or offering a product or service based on the Information for indirect
commercial advantage, by an organisation that is primarily engaged in trade, commerce or a profession.

Contact: enquiries@environment-agency.gov.uk

08708 506506
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1. Rainfall Comparison
1.1 The period from April 2012 to 14th July 2012 saw regular periods of intense
rainfall, which saturated the Grendon Brook catchment. Between midnight and
04:30 hours on 14th July 2012, 44mm of rain fell in the Grendon area. The rainfall
chart for Yardley Hastings Rain Gauge is shown below (source: Environment
Agency).

1.2 The data comparison for the rainfall event in July 2012 and the end of November
2012 is as follows:
On the 14th July 2012 a total of 44mm of rainfall fell in the Grendon Brook
catchment in 4.5 hours. On average this is the equivalent of 9.8mm of rain
falling per hour.
From the 21st to the 28th November 2012 a total of 68.2mm of rainfall fell over
the whole River Nene catchment (including Grendon Brook) in a 168 hour (7
day) period. Although the rainfall intensity varied over this period, on average
this is the equivalent of 0.4mm of rain falling per hour and it would have taken
108 hours (4.5 days) for 44mm of rain to have fallen.
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1.3 As can be seen, this demonstrates that there was a significant difference
between the two rainfall events in July and November 2012, with the July incident
resulting in a much shorter intense rainfall event and rainfall in November 2012 being
less intense over a longer period of time.
1.4 The catchment was saturated in both July and November 2012 and this therefore
provides a good comparison. Rainfall quickly found its way into natural and artificial
drainage systems in the July event as it could not infiltrate into the already saturated
land and resulted in excess surface water flowing over the ground over a very short
period of time, which contributed to large amounts of fast flowing water collecting in
the lowest point of the village.

2. Maintenance
2.1 The River Nene Catchment Flood Management Plan (CFMP) looks at the flood
risk within the Grendon Brook catchment as a whole and sets out how the
Environment Agency and others may manage flood risk now and in the future.
Grendon Brook and Gibbards Arm are considered within the Upper and Middle Nene
Policy Unit which covers a large, generally rural area. The approach for this unit is to
reduce current levels of flood risk management. This means that although the
Environment Agency may reduce their existing flood risk management actions
overall they will not be reduced where the actions are effective and sustainable to
give an appropriate level of flood risk.
2.2 The current Environment Agency maintenance regime for Grendon Brook
consists of weed cutting on an annual basis upstream of the Main Road bridge.
Weed cutting downstream of the bridge is not programmed on an annual basis but
has been undertaken in 2011 and 2012. Gibbards Arm is weed cut twice a year
between Blackmile Lane and Wollaston Road and once a year downstream of
Wollaston Road. Where a single cut is undertaken, this is carried out in June or July
and it had been undertaken prior to flooding on 14 July 2012. The second cut (where
applicable) is in the autumn.
2.3 Since July, the second weed cut has been carried out and tree/bush
maintenance was undertaken on Gibbards Arm. The Environment Agency mowed
the bank on Grendon Brook upstream of the road bridge and also removed the fallen
tree identified upstream of the Main Road bridge.
2.4 The current level of maintenance has been assessed based on the presence of
the Flood Storage Reservoirs (FSRs) and the number of properties at risk of
flooding. There are no current plans to reduce the existing maintenance of Grendon
Brook or Gibbards Arm either on the basis of the CFMP or for any other reason.

3. Water level management within the Catchment
3.1 From the investigations undertaken by the Environment Agency after the event, it
was established that there was little flooding from the river. Only two areas were
identified where a shallow depth of water came out of the Grendon Brook. It is not
considered that these two small sections could have caused the amount of flooding
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experienced. The surge of water can only be attributed to the sheer volume of rain
on the catchment in a short period of time as outlined in section 1 of this addendum
report.
3.2 There are five flood storage reservoirs in the Grendon Brook catchment at
Denton, Bozeat and Yardley Hastings (where there are three). Bozeat and Yardley
Hastings are upstream of Grendon and have penstocks to control flow in the
watercourse. The penstocks are set at a fixed position to control flows and water
backs up behind the reservoir embankment. There are overflow emergency spillways
which were not used during this period of flooding. There was no manual or
automatic operation of the penstocks during this rainfall event and the flood storage
reservoirs operated entirely as designed.
3.3 It can therefore be confirmed that no sluice gates opened, no errors were made
in the management of any of the control structures, and Grendon was certainly not
sacrificed to the benefit of any other community.

4. Implications of Bozeat (P14) Gravel Workings
4.1 There were no operations of any kind carried out at Bozeat in July 2012. The
site was closed from 1st July 2012 until 2nd week of October 2012.
4.2 There was no discharge of any water from the Bozeat site in the month of July
2012. The discharge consent for this quarry is monitored by the Environment Agency
on an annual basis for suspended solids and pH levels. The last inspection was
carried out on 25 July 2012 and no sample was taken as there was no discharge.
The volume of water discharged is limited by the consent however based on the
latest inspection and the information supplied by Hanson no additional records have
been requested by the Environment Agency.
4.3 Discharging of water is monitored in accordance with the Discharge Licence
conditions, this was historically measured using a calculation of the pump
capacity and hours run (it is impossible for the pump in question to exceed the
licence limit even if it were to pump continuously for 24 hours). Since August, in line
with best practice the site has been fitted flow meters to monitor discharge volumes.
4.4 The operation is such that whilst quarrying ‘a face’ in any given phase, temporary
draining channels are created in the clay layer to collect any water. These channels
are created in the transitional depressions left between the extracted face and the
progressing restoration from the previous extraction area.
4.5 Under normal operational procedures this system of depressions and channels
will collect water; this water is periodically discharged to ensure that the full face
being extracted is visible and not undermined by the water. The water is discharged
by pump through two settlement lagoons before being discharged from site.
4.6 Under normal operation the water level is monitored visually and the pump is
operated when required (so there is no continuous pumping/discharge operation).
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4.7 When there is no need to extract or operate such as was the case in July 2012,
the extraction area is allowed to fill. Discharging from Bozeat re-commenced in mid
August 2012 to reduce water levels at the extraction zone. Over a two week period
and in adherence to the discharge condition limits, water was first pumped from the
extraction zone and then from the lagoons, this process being completed by the
beginning of September 2012.

5. Impact on house values and insurance premiums
5.1 The insurance industry is working closely with the Government to maintain
available and affordable flood insurance when the Statement of Principles ends in
June 2013. The Environment Agency is supporting the discussions taking place, but
the matter is one for the Government and the Association of British Insurers (ABI) to
reach agreement on.
5.2 The Environment Agency will continue to play a key role in the insurance process
by providing flood risk information to the public and the insurance industry. They
encourage property owners to know about and manage their own flood risk, and this
information allows insurers to reflect the benefits of measures to reduce risk, when
they set insurance premiums.
5.3 Insurers use the Environment Agency information alongside their own data, and
other relevant information customers may provide, to make an assessment of
whether they can provide insurance cover and under what terms.
5.4 Further information on flood risk and insurance is available on the Environment
Agency website, including a ‘Flood risk and insurance information’ sheet and an
‘Obtaining flood insurance in high risk areas’ guide:
http://www.environment-agency.gov.uk/homeandleisure/floods/31654.aspx
5.5 An Insurance Related Request (IRR) is available from the Environment Agency.
This is a letter which some insurance companies ask for to help them consider
whether they will renew your housing insurance or give you a new quote.
5.6 The standard IRR provides information about:
whether your property falls within or outside the area at risk of flooding
whether there are any defences in the area and the standard of protection that
they provide
how likely flooding is, taking into account any risk management measures
such as flood defence barriers in the area
whether there are any future plans for flood risk management measures in the
area.
5.7 You can request an IRR by emailing custanno.Lincoln2.AN@environmentagency.gov.uk (01522 785821) Please include the full address of the property and a
contact telephone number. And if possible, please provide a map.
5.8 It should be noted that this information relates to flooding from watercourses and
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is linked to the Environment Agency Flood Map. Other sources of flooding, such as
overland flows and surface water are not included.

6. Highway Gully Maintenance
6.1 The gullies on Black Mile Lane are set on a two yearly cleanse cycle and were
attended to in December 2012.

7. Flood Warnings
7.1 The flood warning area for Grendon covers the Grendon Brook Catchment
including Yardley Hastings, Denton, Bozeat, Easton Maudit and Grendon. The
warning is issued based on information about the level of water in the flood storage
reservoirs at Bozeat, Denton, and Yardley Hastings. There was a warning issued at
06:52 on 14 July 2012. Levels in the Flood Storage Reservoirs in November 2012
were not sufficiently high enough to trigger the warning.
7.2 There are a total of 263 contacts registered to receive this warning in this
catchment. An individual resident, business or organisation may however, have
registered multiple contact numbers. Of these 263 contacts there were only 31 that
were reported back to be unsuccessful on 14 July 2012.
7.3 The extent of coverage of the flood warning area for Lower End, Grendon can be
seen below.
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7.4 To sign up for this flood warning please contact Floodline on 0845 9881188.

8. Customer Services
8.1 There was a report to the Environment Agency on 19 July 2012 regarding the
tree in the watercourse and the potential for this to increase flood risk. It was noted
that there had been flooding in the area on the 14 July in the report. The tree was
removed on the 23 July and the call closed. According to Environment Agency
records the caller had not requested feedback.

9. Conclusion
9.1 The evidence provided by the residents of Blackmile Lane and the additional
information gathered and set out within this addendum report does not alter the
conclusion that the flooding that occurred in Blackmile Lane was a reflection of the
intense rainfall that fell onto a saturated catchment over a short period of time.
9.2 The inability of the ground to absorb more water and the resulting high river
levels meant excess surface water flowed over ground following natural contours. In
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the case of this geographic area, this is to the junction of Blackmile Lane and Main
Road.

10.

Additional Recommendations

10.1 The following additional recommendations are set out below:
1. Flood warden to undertake formal training.
2. Flood warden to liaise with the community to update the Community Flood
Plan.
3. Flood warden to act as the key contact point to provide information to NCC in
relation to any drainage ditches that are not being maintained adequately in
the area;
4. NCC to provide further advice to residents on property level protection
measures if requested.

11.

Disclaimer

This report has been prepared as part of Northamptonshire County Council’s
responsibilities under the Flood and Water Management Act 2010. It is intended to
provide context and information to support the delivery of the local flood risk
management strategy and should not be used for any other purpose.
The findings of the report are based on a subjective assessment of the information
available by those undertaking the investigation and therefore may not include all
relevant information. As such it should not be considered as a definitive assessment
of all factors that may have triggered or contributed to the flood event.
The opinions, conclusions and any recommendations in this Report are based on
assumptions made by Northamptonshire County Council when preparing this report,
including, but not limited to those key assumptions noted in the Report, including
reliance on information provided by others.
Northamptonshire County Council expressly disclaims responsibility for any error in,
or omission from, this report arising from or in connection with any of the
assumptions being incorrect.
The opinions, conclusions and any recommendations in this report are based on
conditions encountered and information reviewed at the time of preparation and
Northamptonshire County Council expressly disclaims responsibility for any error in,
or omission from, this report arising from or in connection with those opinions,
conclusions and any recommendations.
Northamptonshire County Council does not accept any liability for the use of this
report or its contents by any third party.
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